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1. ICCfG HAPPENINGS 

1.1  ICCfG‟s „The Journal of Governance - India@ 75‟ has been published and copies sent to 
most of the important libraries in the country; to members of our Core Group; and other select 
people – it may be accessed at https://www.iccfg.net/the-journal-of-governance  

This 26th Volume is a Special issue focused on India@ 75 on areas like Education Policy, 
covered by Dr. K. Kasturirangan and Sridhara Murthy; Judiciary, covered by Madan B. Lokur; 
Science & Technology, covered by R.A. Mashelkar; Foreign Policy, covered by Suresh Goel and 
also Sanjeev Sanyal; Logistics of Transport, covered by R. Dayal; Panchayati Raj, covered by 
Vinay Shankar and K.K. Sethi; Administrative Reforms, covered by V. Srinivas; Electoral 
Reforms, covered by T.S. Krishnamurthy; and, Empowerment of Women, covered by Reena 
Ramachandran. 

Prabhat Kumar in his editorial has stated that whatever the liberalist intellectual may like to think 
India‘s democracy is in much better health than the peer countries with similar levels of 
education and income. 

1.2  ICCfG conducted its 25th Course on “Ethics in Public Service for AIS Officers” (All India 
Services Officers)‖, attended by 18 - IAS 6, IPS 2, other services 10; for one-week, from 13 to 
17th March, at its usual 68 acres campus, Asia Plateau, Panchgani. 
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Our residential programs are designed on the idea that ethical behaviour for providing leadership 
in public services arises from a three-fold integration: i) integration with one‘s own Inner Self or 
conscience ii) integration with other people through listening, compassion, care, and forgiveness, 
and iii) integration with the environment through time spent in nature. 

Our programs are unique in the sense that the focus is not on information/Knowledge alone, 
but they provide opportunities for experiential sharing through a structured framework of games 
and introspection processes, in a salubrious natural environment, with spaces for informal 
conversations, and to awaken the child within. These create a powerful learning experience; and 
we welcome participants along with spouses. 

The outcome is aimed at helping participants enhance their effectiveness not only at work and 
family but by making more ethical and compassionate choices of action for long-term good of 
society and environment. 

We‘re encouraged when the participants tell us that they have not only enjoyed but also been inspired to 
take significant decisions to pursue more meaningful and happier life: Knowledge shared on the subject 
will be making my working life more fulfilling and satisfying; Explanation very clear to listen to inner 
voice and decide the right things; Insight into our actions and their honest examination; It helped us to 
understand the purpose of the service; And perform it in a fulfilling manner; Very necessary to 
everyone‘s social life; Concise way of leading a Life with Ethics; Could still experience our childhood 
and know it is good for our health and happiness; Useful personal practical experience of faculty for 
decision making process; Powerful tools for Self-management, etc. 

 
2. Best Governance Practices 

2.1 Quenching the Thirst of Farmers - Umakant Umrao, IAS, 1996, MP. His challenge as DC of 

Dewas, was to find an economically viable and sustainable solution to District‘s water woes.  

He executed a smart water-harvesting solution for quenching the thirst of many drought-prone villages 

and he built ponds to trap the monsoon waters for irrigation. His efforts which began in 2006 with 40 

large-scale farmers, eventually resulted in more than 16,000 ponds spread across 60-80 acres of land, and 

over 1,000 farmers earning more than Rs 25 lakhs a year. Additionally, the region has not only seen a 

speedy rise in its ground water level but has witnessed a 20-fold increase in irrigated land – from a mere 

18,000 hectares to more than 4 lakh hectares. 
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He made water harvesting into a business model, rather than simply a civic duty. The idea was to 
develop an economically viable model for large-scale farmers who could invest in building a pond in 
only 10th or 20thpart of their farmland. The water collected in these ponds for irrigation purposes would 
then not only benefit them, but also the small farmers around. So, by calculating the need of water 
required depending on the farm size, the officer made personalised proposals for digging ponds. 
‗Bhagirath Krishi Abhiyaan‘ was launched which transformed the farmers into role models or agents of 
change. Soon, word spread to nearby districts like Vidisha, Ratlam, Mandsaur, Ujjaina and Raisen, where 
farmers adopted the same model. Seeing the success rate, more banks began to provide loans to smaller 
farmers and at lower rates as well. The villages are now prosperous, and due to their transformed 
ecosystem, they have emerged as hotbeds for migratory birds like Siberian cranes, butterflies, etc. 

Some other States have also adopted the Dewas Model and its success motivated the Madhya Pradesh 
government to create mass impact in 2008 by adopting the Dewas Model under the name, Balram Talab 
Yojana. In 2011-12, it was selected by the United Nations as one of the three top water management 
practices globally. 

2.2 From Drought to Water Sufficiency! Heera Lal, 1994, PCS, promoted to IAS in 2010, UP:  
 

 
 
With his posting in 2018 in UP‘s Banda district, he dealt with the groundwater crisis in the drought 
affected Bundelkhand region, caused by a severe neglect of traditional sources of water like ponds and 
wells, with difficult topography comprising of a barren hilly terrain and sparse vegetation acting as a 
hindrance for ground water recharging.  
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The district administration went on a massive public awareness campaign and instituted critical 
interventions for groundwater recharge across eight blocks covering 470 Gram Panchayats. His main 
objective was to reconnect people with their traditional repositories of water, particularly the wells and 
ponds, which had fallen into neglect and disuse, and revive groundwater levels. 
 
The first phase of this water conservation effort called the „Bhujal Badhao, Peyjal Bachao‟ (Increase 
Groundwater, Save Drinking Water) saw a mass awareness campaign on water budgeting for local 
officials and residents, besides the construction of contour trenches near-critical water sources like hand 
pumps and wells to conserve water. A Startup and Innovation Summit was organised between 28-30 
January 2019 attended by almost 50,000 people, which, apart from a conversation on water 
conservation, helped establish a connect between people and the administration.  
 
The second phase of reviving traditional ponds and wells was under the Kuan Talab Jivao Abhiyaan (Well 
and Lake Revival Campaign). It began with cleaning the wells and ponds that were strewn with garbage 
after going into disuse. To ensure greater public participation, Lal started visiting villages and cleaning 
the water bodies. Watching him do it inspired others. Rooftop rainwater harvesting was also boosted. 
Government schemes like MNREGA were used for the purpose of de-silting ponds and deep cleaning 
existing wells. An ICT based monitoring tool called M-Water Application, an open web portal was used 
to monitor construction and progress. Among other measures, the Kuan Talab Puja was introduced to 
reference the faith of the deeply religious people and highlight the critical need for water conservation. 
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2.3 Local Solution to Malnutrition! Shashanka Ala: IAS, 2014 Batch, Mizoram Cadre 
 

  

As the DC of Lawngtlai, the most backward and disaster-prone district of Mizoram, she realised how 
cut off the area was, with one of the serious problems being that by the time fruits and vegetables 
reached there, they were unfit to consume, and the quality ones were too expensive to purchase. Locals 
belonging mostly to the Chakma and Lai ethnic minorities, ate leafy vegetable stew and rice which came 
from the public distribution system, and their diet was devoid of any quality vegetables. Consequently, 
the district was home to the highest percentage of stunted (35.3%), severely wasted (5.9%) and 
underweight (21.3%) children under the age of five in Mizoram. 

To address malnutrition in her district, Shashanka and her team designed a unique solution—‘Kan Sikul, 
Kan Huan‘ (English translation: ‗My School, My Farm‘). Blending with the Centre‘s Poshan Abhiyan 
scheme, every school and anganwadi is to have a small kitchen and nutrition terrace garden in their own 
premises, with the fruit/vegetable seeds and compost given from the district administration. They can 
now cook their mid-day meals using the food they have grown themselves. It also aims to introduce 
children to the concept of organically producing one‘s own food and to participate in the process of 
growing healthy foods and recognize environmental stewardship.  
 
A team of four, comprising of one official each from the district horticulture department, agriculture 
department, local Krishi Vigyan Kendra (farm science center) and a district soil officer, would visit a 
particular block in the district, and offer them hands-on training on how to plant, compost and eliminate 
weeds, among other things. The headmaster of every school ensures that children participate from 
planting of seedlings to harvesting, while the mid-day meal coordinator ensures that children eat 
produce from the respective gardens as much as possible. District agriculture and horticulture officials 
give the science teacher in every school hands-on training on the methodology of cultivation. The 
headmaster prepares a timetable of batches of children such that every child gets at least an hour of 
Nutrition Garden time in a week. Schemes like PMKSY and MGNEREGA are also strategically utilised 
in the initiative. 

The Vice President, Shri Venkaiah Naidu in a Facebook post wrote: ―This inspiring model should be 
emulated by district administrations and schools across the country,‖ 
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2.4 Kindness Unmasked! Sunni Meena, 32-year-oldPolice Constable, Delhi Police, works as a  
 

 
 

guard outside the Greater Kailash police station, as an attendant at the helpdesk and as a data entry 

operator. Amidst the COVID 19 crisis engulfing the whole world and India in the first half of 2020, she 

decided to take on another responsibility which was not part of her official duty: she brought her sewing 

machine to her office and started stitching face masks for donating it to the poor and needy.  

She did this even though she was not getting any weekly offs and works on 12-hour shifts. She also had 

to take care of her children at home and handle all her household chores without any help since her 

husband had a fractured hand. She did all this with a smile, as she believes that this is a time when her 

country needs her! 

 

When the thought of making masks crossed her mind, she sought permission of her station house 

officer, who helped her buy the cloth, and took it to her workplace along with her personal sewing 

machine. This also inspired two of her colleagues to do the same. They were able to stitch almost 100 

masks per day. 

3. Reflections 
 

„Personally, I do not adhere to any kind of faith, except for the Truth. And that is exactly what I 
would like to present on Wisdom Library, the Truth‟. 

 
Says, Gabe Hiemstra 35 years old from Netherlands, who in 2008, created the first (website) version of 
Wisdom Library, as a great potential as a research platform for ancient history and spirituality; consisting 
of thousands books and articles, combined with an extensive glossary database hosting over 350,000 
definitions. Planned in the future is a working community where people from around the global can 
come together and discuss. He says, currently I am only focussing on uploading content related to 
Dharma or Historical documents from Asia. Dharma meaning those traditions that adheres to a 
righteous way of life (aka Karma Yoga!) focussing on restoring balance without harming life itself, 
while ultimately leading to the purpose of human life: spiritual liberation - as found in traditions such as 
Hinduism - Brahmanism, Shaivism, Vaishnavism; Buddhism; Jainism; Sikkhism; etc. 
 

# „My greatest achievement is that I don‟t think when I don‟t want to‟ - Eckhart Tolle 
 

# „The happiness of your life depends upon keeping your thoughts to the minimum necessary, and when you have them, 
make them quality thoughts.‟ - Marcus Aurelius 
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# Governance and Leadership is making „right‟ choices, but modern society has no academic, intellectual, spiritual clarity 
and conviction on what is „right‟ or „good‟! 

 
Indian wisdom is very clear that the idea of Vidya is that which leads to humility, Mukti, Freedom, Perfection.   The 

highest Good&human Goalis of Love and Oneness with all Creation aka God. 
 

The purpose of Vidya must be to awaken „Vivek-buddhi‟ so that our mind can be our friend and guide towards God.  
 

Viveka is the „ability to differentiate‟ and the „will power to choose long-term good for more and more‟ over short-term 
&self-centred goals. 

 
To produce Karma Yogi, the entire focus during growing up and education must be to awaken Viveka-Buddhi, so that in 
an academic milieu, citizens can discuss, study, and fix the idea of highestGood, better, Best and then build powers of mind 

to walk-the-talk.  
 

Unless we decide our universal idea of good, better, best, how can governance and people discuss and determine our long term 
good and be convinced that choices must not only be for short-term pleasures but must keep the long-term good, in view? 

 
 

4. Mindfulness- a universal practice to becoming a Karma Yogi, KYi: 

# Awareness Is Key: All mindfulness meditations focus on developing awareness. Sometimes this 
awareness is of the body or breath, while other times it may focus on the outside world or internal 
thoughts. 

# Non-Judgment Is Essential: Mindfulness meditations all focus on experiencing awareness without 
judgment. In other words, mindfulness is about witnessing an experience or sensation without 
attachment or criticism - the idea of ‗judge not‘; ‗as you judge, so shall you be judged‘! The idea of 
‗Ability to Respond (preferably on win-win basis!) gives rise to the idea of being Responsible – 
Response-ability; not just React to situations!  

# It Cultivates Peace: Witnessing something without attaching meaning or value creates an important 
detachment that results in a calm and peaceful mind. Though your feelings are valuable and important, 
mindfulness teaches you how to find serenity despite them. 

# Being a ‗Witness‘ is a powerful idea and is in fact a name of God and the moment the Witness gets 
attached to the mind, all individuality and consequent self-centredness of the living-being, Jiva-atman, is 
the result!  

# It‘s important to cultivate a non-judgmental awareness of yourself, your feelings, your mind, and your 
surroundings. Only a pure mind, purified with ethical and righteous conduct is amenable to control and 
evolve this ability to be a witness. This distance and observation can be trained through a series of 
mindfulness meditations. Before you begin your meditation, close your eyes, and just listen and feel your 
breath. Listening and feeling your breath gives your brain the signal that you‘re ready to be calm, relaxed, 
and focused. Don‘t force your breath; just breathe normally and experience it. 
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During your meditation, you may find yourself distracted, uncomfortable, anxious, bored, or 
experiencing any number of thoughts and feelings. These experiences are important for the practice of 
mindfulness. 
 
By simply observing them like clouds passing in the sky, you are training your brain to detach and 
observe instead of judge and react. When an emotion or feeling comes up, simply say in your mind “I see 
that I am thinking _____.” When you first begin to practice mindfulness, you‘re going to judge. It‘s part 
of the challenge and the rewiring of your brain. 
 
You may feel discouraged or upset by how much judgment you have for your own thoughts and 
feelings. For example, you may have a serious of thoughts and feelings, then, you may react by thinking, 
―Stop being distracted. You‘re terrible at this!‖ 
 
That‘s judging your judging. Instead, try to just stay focused on observing everything, and don‘t beat 
yourself up for distraction or judgment. It is going to happen! It‘s completely ok. The practice in 
mindfulness is learning how to detach from all of that and simply be in the presence of it without 
judging it or trying to change it. 
 
Return To Your Breath: When you feel yourself going down the judgment and reaction spiral (and trust 
us, you will), simply return to the rhythm of your breath that you observed at the beginning of your 
meditation. Even if you‘re listening to a guided meditation and you lose focus on what they‘re saying, 
always return to your breath. Each time you return to your breath, you send a signal to your brain that 
says, “I‟m ready to be calm. I want to be calm. I am calm.” 
 
Practice Every day: Practice makes perfect. Your brain (samskras stored and continuously being formed 
in our Mind – the software that govern us!) is literally reshaping itself when you practice mindfulness 
meditations, but it has a lot of work to do to re-work all those years of judgment and reaction. 
 
Be patient with yourself and realize you are working with a lifetime of brain (mind) connections. It‘s 
going to take some time to re-wire those connections, so be sure to practice it every single day. 
 
Don‘t worry, it won‘t take an entire lifetime to undo what your brain has been trained to do. This is 
because conscious re-wiring is vastly more powerful than all that subconscious, mindless wiring you‘ve 
been used to. Intention and focus are infinitely powerful. 
 
Start And/Or End Your Day with Mindfulness: Starting your day off on the right foot is a great way to 
shape your reactions throughout the day. Beginning a day with a morning mindfulness meditation tells 
your brain how you‘d like to process and handle the day ahead. 
 
When you go to sleep at night, your brain often tries to sort out everything that‘s happened, which can 
leave you feeling stressed and unable to get a good night‘s rest. Practicing mindfulness meditation helps 
your brain detach from the day and stay in the present moment. 
 
Practice Mindfulness Outside of Meditation: Mindfulness meditation isn‘t the only time you can practice 
mindfulness. To supercharge your experience, step back a few times a day and focus on your breath. 
Instead of going into a full meditation, just sit quietly and observe and witness the moment without 
judgment. 
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Mindfulness is a helpful practice for learning to focus on Duties while learning to remain calm and 
composed, irrespective of results and consequences of doing your duty to the best of your ability; aka 
imbibing the spirit of a KYi.    
 
Reflection: How can we inspire schooling and governance, to become responsible to ensure that 
citizens get established in exercises like Mindfulness etc. to be Mentors of society and imbibe and help 
others imbibe our civilizational ideas of commitment to kartavya-palan; harmony of religions; of whole 
world as our family; and our Oneness as Spirit; etc.   
 

 
5.Learnings from best practices in multi-national organizations 

 
Some issues which perhaps need our reflection and attention, for better and long term good of both 
people and Institutes of governance, perhaps are: 
 
i) Succession planning: Who in government, if any, is responsible and accountable for Succession 
planning for the continuity, stability, and sustainability of units and organizations as a whole. In good 
organizations it is an exercise which is normally conducted at least once annually to prevent disruptions 
caused by the routine or abrupt exit of key personnel. Rajiv Sachdeva suggests that Succession planning 
may involve the following activities: 
 
a) Listing out 3 persons (in decreasing order of merit) who can take over from a person (the incumbent) 
holding a key position/function/project in case the incumbent takes up another assignment, resigns, 
retires or if something untoward happens to him/her suddenly. This listing is usually done by a team 
comprising of the incumbent, the immediate supervisor and the HR manager. For senior and very 
critical positions, the recommendations may need the approval of the Board of Directors or a specific 
sub-committee.   
 
b) Providing focused and targeted training to the persons listed as probable successors. 
 
c) Providing practical opportunities to the probable successors by making them to substitute for the 
incumbent on an ad hoc basis. 
 
d) Monitoring the progress of training and practical opportunities and, if necessary, repeating the 
succession planning exercise. 
 
The benefits of proper succession planning also include increased employee motivation, higher 
customer satisfaction, better performance and improved financial results.  
 
ii) Vivek management: Shouldn‘t the head of units, manager, supervisor who are responsible for 
results, also have the ‗freedom‘ and sense of ‗ownership‘ for action, and be held accountable for results 
– just as common people who only get ‗paid‘ based on results and customer satisfaction?  
 
Who, but those responsible, also be responsible for Continuous creativity, identification, and 
improvements of systems - to reduce inefficiencies, wastages, opportunities for corruption and for 
increased and better delivery, etc. of the ‗unit‘, institute, and society as a whole? 
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Who in modern society, governance, politics, academia, if any, is responsible and accountable for 
determining the universal, common, long term good of the people so that teachers, mentors, and 
governance can inspire and guide people towards it? 
 
CSR for individual Civil servants? We have introduced the idea of Corporate Social Responsibility 
and Triple P of Profits-People-Planet to judge and evaluate Corporations.  
 
How do we introduce the idea of ‗Social responsibility‘ of Civil Servants and govt. units and 
Departments in respect of Triple P?  
 
iii) Obama remarks: We need no-nonsense, no-ego, no-excuses, public servants; So much of what 
really mattered in government comes down to the daily, unheralded acts of people who weren‘t seeking 
attention but simply knew what they were doing and did it with pride, aka KYi.  
 
# A lesson he learnt! Sometimes it didn‘t matter how good your process was. Sometimes you were just 
screwed, and the best you could do was to have a stiff drink – and light up a cigarette.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Please send your comments, suggestions and short articles containing your experiences for publication 
through email at info.iccfg@gmail.com and Sunil Kumar can be contacted at kumar2sunil@yhoo.com
  

IC Centre for Governance, 3 Palam Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi – 110057  
Tel: +91-11-4080 9939, +91-9315606289 

Email: iccfg@yahoo.co.in, Website: www.iccfg.net 


